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Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or otherwise influence your host
computer. Fake-An-Error 2 now allows you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to use and the easiest way to

create malicious messages for any Microsoft Windows system. Prankster Professional (formerly Fake An Error) Review: Fake-
An-Error is a harmless prank program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or otherwise influence your host computer.

Fake-An-Error 2 now allows you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to use and the easiest way to create
malicious messages for any Microsoft Windows system. Download Prankster Professional 2.0 To download Prankster

Professional 2.0, click on the button below: Fill in the "Free downloads" section: Enter the download code below: Click the
button below to download Prankster Professional 2.0: Microsoft Windows 7, Vista, XP Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank

program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or otherwise influence your host computer. Fake-An-Error 2 now allows
you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to use and the easiest way to create malicious messages for any
Microsoft Windows system. Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or

otherwise influence your host computer. Fake-An-Error 2 now allows you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to
use and the easiest way to create malicious messages for any Microsoft Windows system. Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank
program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or otherwise influence your host computer. Fake-An-Error 2 now allows

you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to use and the easiest way to create malicious messages for any
Microsoft Windows system. Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or

otherwise influence your host computer. Fake-An-Error 2 now allows you to create and modify fake error messages. It is easy to
use and the easiest way to create malicious messages for any Microsoft Windows system. Fake-An-Error is a harmless prank

program for Windows. It doesn't show an error box or otherwise influence your host computer. Fake-An-

Prankster Professional (formerly Fake An Error)

· Generates custom user error messages · Easy to use · Hackers love it · Simulate a Windows 95 installation · Fake Windows
2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 error messages. · Simulate busy CPU (mouse cursor is constantly loading) ·
Generate shutdown timers that display a message then shutdown the host computer · Trigger the Blue Screen of Death (victim
cannot exit out of it) · Create user specific critical errors (for example: "All the Microsoft Office files in this folder have been
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deleted" · Display a Window that looks like a spyware or adware message box · Simulate a Windows 95 installation · Generate
program error messages · Simulate a corrupted or damaged memory module · Simulate a hard drive error · Hack your own or
anyone else's computer · Hack your own computer and use it from the Internet · Fake memory card reader error messages ·

Hack other applications or provide fake security messages to discourage you from using your computer · Fake a domain
controller error to show how easy it is to hack AD environments · Fake an autoexec.bat error to make a user think it is his

computer that has the problem · Simulate system freezes (the system becomes unresponsive) · Fake a virus or trojan and use it
against your system · Fake a mouse or keyboard error · Display a fake message that looks like it came from a virus · User

customizable · Generate a fake error message box · Generate a fake crash report that displays a custom error report or the name
of your choice · Fake a mouse error, crash the host computer, simulate a keyboard error · Randomly display error messages for

a long time without damaging the system · Fake a virus error or Trojan and use it against your system · Generate a custom
shutdown timer to shutdown the host computer · Generate a custom error that will appear on the user's desktop · Display a large
message that looks like a spyware or adware message box · Generate a custom user error message (displays a large message that

looks like a spyware or adware message box) · Generate fake error messages that will appear when Windows XP, Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8 and 8.1 and Windows 10 are opened · Fake error messages that will appear when the user wants to exit

out of Fake-An-Error · Hack the user's computer · Fake a critical error message ( 77a5ca646e
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Fake-An-Error is a free, full-featured application that has a UI skin that allows you to create fake error boxes, shutdown timers
and busy CPU, spam the desktop and fake a Windows Blue Screen of Death. All you need to do is customize the messages that
appear in the boxes and fire them at your target. No code is needed. Fake-An-Error 2 v3.1.5 includes: · All fields can now be
changed in the setup wizard · Simulate a Windows 95/98 installation, which lets you replace the master boot record of a hard
disk and trick the victim into thinking they erased their current operating system · User interface now comes with two skins. ·
More options are now available in the wizard · Message boxes and their customizations are now saved to the Windows registry
and can be restored upon reboot · Added option to simulate a floppy disk error message · Added option to save the user's choice
on the number of times the application will run · Check to make sure the user's computer is idle before running the application ·
Memory usage is now shown in percentage after the application has run · Newly created help file · Download support (Windows
7/Vista) · Add more languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Chinese) · Bug fixes Fake-An-Error 2 v3.1.3
includes: · Now supports Vista and Windows 7 · Generates error message boxes with a custom message (instead of the standard
one) · Added option to simulate a Blue Screen of Death, which will make your desktop and everything you do turn a Blue color ·
Added support for renaming the program · Added option to delete the program's icon from the system tray · Disabled an
unnecessary process on the system tray · Added more languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Chinese) · Bug
fixes Fake-An-Error 2 v3.1.1 includes: · Bug fixes Fake-An-Error 2 v3.1 includes: · New look (fancier and more customizable) ·
New custom error messages · Now supports Vista and Windows 7 · New language (Polish) · You can now generate custom error
boxes (instead of the standard Windows error message box) · New features (including generating an error message for most
Windows operating systems) · Download support (Windows 7) · More languages (English, French

What's New In?

Fake-An-Error 2 is a free, easy to use, utility program that helps you simulate an error in Windows. It will generate an error
message that you can display to your victim and it will also give you the opportunity to see their reaction. Help@prankster.com
Date: Oct 31, 2015 Fake-An-Error Professional is an application that allows you to create customized fake error boxes, crash
the computer, generate shutdown timers and simulate a busy CPU. You can generate fake errors without knowing any special
codes or damaging the user's computer. Because everything is simulated, Fake-An-Error is guarenteed to not harm your
computer in any way, shape, or form. Need to know more? Here's a complete list of what Fake-An-Error Professional can do: ·
Generate fake error message boxes on any Microsoft Windows system higher than or equal to Windows XP. · Generate
shutdown timers that display a message then shut down the host computer. The victim cannot exit out of it · Display a simulated
"Blue Screen of Death" which the victim cannot exit out of (unless they press the Esc. key) · Simulate a busy CPU (the mouse
cursor is constantly loading and nothing on the current screen will respond) · Spam the victim's desktop will constantly
duplicating message boxes displaying a custom message · Simulate a Windows 95 installation to trick the user into thinking they
have erased their current operating system Description: Fake-An-Error Professional is a free, easy to use, utility program that
helps you simulate an error in Windows. It will generate an error message that you can display to your victim and it will also
give you the opportunity to see their reaction. Help@prankster.com Date: Oct 31, 2015 Fake-An-Error Professional is an
application that allows you to create customized fake error boxes, crash the computer, generate shutdown timers and simulate a
busy CPU. You can generate fake errors without knowing any special codes or damaging the user's computer. Because
everything is simulated, Fake-An-Error is guarenteed to not harm your computer in any way, shape, or form. Need to know
more? Here's a complete list of what Fake-An-Error Professional can do: · Generate fake error message boxes on any Microsoft
Windows system higher than or equal to Windows XP. · Generate shutdown timers that display a message then shut down the
host computer. The victim cannot exit out of it · Display a simulated "Blue Screen of Death" which the victim cannot exit out of
(unless they press the Esc. key) · Simulate a busy CPU (the mouse
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System Requirements:

We Need Your Help! Support OpenSim and OMeta on Patreon! Donate in Multiple Ways Try the OMeta Link Maker Donate
Bitcoin: 1PkUvwEZ8w3kX7G3SgYQmaeXzPfAoTLLqQjd2aLf8 Donate Ethereum:
0x817d0BfCc4D4ccC47A7A9711eD4e3A79f8
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